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FIRST IMPRESSIONS As many readers now know, I was happy to
accept the position of president of Heidelberg USA.
I would be remiss if I didn’t thank my predecessor, Jim Dunn,
for his 34 years of service to the Heidelberg family. Through his
excellent leadership, Heidelberg USA is well positioned to help
printers navigate through these current economic times.
While there are many items on the to-do list when one steps into
a job like this, my personal priority has been to meet as many of
you as possible in the brief time that I’ve been here. It has been
an enlightening experience, to say the least.
Everywhere I go, I am struck by two things: printers’ awareness
that their industry is changing in dramatic ways; and their
willingness to adopt new models for present and future success.
These understandings, I hope, will give all of us at Heidelberg a
clearer picture of what we need to do as a company to be your
partner in that success.
You are concerned, and rightly so, about the consolidation that
continues to mold our industry into a new shape. And you are
as anxious as any other group of business owners about the
direction of the economy.
One thing you have in common in response to this is your belief
that a business-as-usual mindset no longer has any place in the
management of a printing company. You know the time has come
to transform your businesses into smart, digitally integrated
manufacturing operations where continuous improvement is
the standing order of the day.
Going forward, Heidelberg will remain focused on helping you
make this transformation. In the months to come, I’ll seek the
benefit of your insights as to where you believe our industry is
headed. I’m also eager to share Heidelberg’s vision of what we
can do to help, both as a technology provider and as a consulting
partner.
I am excited about the future of Heidelberg. Together, we have
much to look forward to!
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Did You Know...

Calendar of Events

Heidelberg recently hosted the second annual Fit to Print
educational event at its North American Print and Packaging
Technology Center in Kennesaw, GA. Taking part in the daylong program were 123 high school and college students and
faculty representing 12 graphic arts high school and secondary
institutions.

To view a complete listing of events for the calendar year, visit
www.us.heidelberg.com and select “Customer Events.”

Heidelberg conceived the Fit to Print program in 2010 to build
awareness of the graphic arts industry, recruit high school
students into college graphic arts programs, and educate college
students about the latest advances and career opportunities
in the field. Presentations were divided along two tracks: one
targeted to high school students, who heard Heidelberg experts
discuss prepress, press, and postpress/packaging topics
accompanied by equipment demos; and another for college
students, in sessions dedicated to color management, lean
manufacturing, MIS, and the business of printing.
A highlight was a competition in which the students designed
posters promoting the graphic arts program at their schools.
Lawrence Murray, a senior at the Bradwell Institute in Hinesville,
GA, designed the winning high school poster. Charlie Skinner, a
senior majoring in graphic communications management major
at Georgia Southern University in Statesboro, GA, designed the
winning poster in the college division. Both schools received
a $1,000 donation of Saphira consumables from
Heidelberg and paper from Unisource.

2011
MAY

3

MAY 3
drupa 2012
May 3-16
Düsseldorf, Germany

JUL

18

JUL 18
Allegra /
Alphagraphics
Joint Technology
Expo
July 18-20
Orlando, FLA

PRINT MEDIA ACADEMY

For a complete listing of courses in the U.S., call 800-934-4872 or
click on the Print Media Academy link at www.us.heidelberg.com

ATLANTA
Prepress Manager M-L-X Workflow....................... 1/9
Prepress Manager P Workflow Training............... 1/23
Prepress Manager M-L-X Workflow...................... 2/6
Prepress Manager P Workflow Training............... 2/13
Prepress Manager M-L-X Workflow...................... 3/5
Prepress Manager P Workflow Training............... 3/19

“Heidelberg has a long history of helping to educate
and encourage our next generation of graphic arts
employees,” said Susan Nofi, Senior Vice President,
Human Resources and head of Heidelberg USA Print
Media Academy. “Fit to Print is one more way Heidelberg
offers its resources and world-leading expertise to
advance the career prospects of students in our multifaceted, high-tech industry.” A third annual Fit to Print
student day will be scheduled in the fall of 2012.

Did You Also Know...

that you can download PDFs of the complete content of
every issue of Heidelberg Direct starting with issue #1 from
2005? Just go to http://www.us.heidelberg.com/us/direct.
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Tips & Tricks

Have a question? Ask the Experts. Send your prepress, press, postpress, and workflow questions to pathenry@libordeath.com.

PRINECT
Short course for color and
quality in the pressroom
Color control and quality management
are essential for success in any printing
operation, but for the uninitiated, they can be challenging
concepts to confront. Fortunately, a comprehensive introduction
to mastering these processes with the help of Prinect is available
online at http://www.heidelberg.com/www/html/en/content/
articles/prinect/topics/color_and_quality. The mini-course, consisting
of topical briefs, videos, and downloadable PDFs, reviews what
Prinect does to assure reproducible quality in an integrated color
workflow.
Prinect is Heidelberg’s family of software solutions for production,
management, and color control in integrated printing environments. The online introduction focuses on Prinect tools that
keep color reproduction consistent from prepress and inking to
delivery of printed sheets. As the mini-course materials make
clear, the practical benefits of “Prinecting” the color workflow also
include more reliable proofing and plating, shorter makereadies,
and minimal waste.

PRESS
How to “kiss” a coater problem goodbye
Note: this tip comes from the “Ask the Experts”
section of Small Printing Solutions, an online resource
from Heidelberg. For more like this, please visit www.
smallprintingsolutions.com
Question: My coater seems to come on impression with different
pressures between the chrome metering roller and blanket on the
coating unit. I can run with the pressure up around 100 and the rate
about 60 or 70, stop, load more paper, take off, and pressure will
come on much heavier. I’ll have to back the pressure off to about 60
and the rate down to about 10 to get the same amount of coating to
keep the sheets from sticking together. I can start back up and it will
go the other way. Not having enough pressure between the chrome
roller and blanket, I have to put it back to a pressure setting of 100
and a rate of 60 or 70.
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During the press run, Prinect also makes it possible to monitor
and adjust press performance in real time, automatically bringing
color and registration back within parameters whenever deviations
occur. Using an inline spectrophotometer as the monitoring device
and strategically placed “Mini Spots” as the targets, Prinect
continuously inspects color differences, ink densities, and tonal
values. Variations are displayed to the press operators, and
adjustments for individual ink zones are calculated automatically.
The main topics of the online introduction are Printing According
to Standards; Optimized Results for Proofing and Print; Reduce
Makeready; Register Control; Color Measurement; Quality
Inspection; and Process Control. Each topic has a corresponding
video. The downloadable PDFs go into greater detail and give
technical (but user-friendly) descriptions of the applicable Prinect
solutions.
Everything is free of charge. Visitors also will find, on the same
page, links to related Heidelberg “Expert Guides” on Screening
and Color & Quality. For access to still more expert information
from Heidelberg, visit the home page of its Print Media Academy
(http://www.print-media-academy.com).
The problems occur with the metering roller. When I need less
pressure and a lower pan roller speed the metering roller is turning
the same speed as the blanket. When I need more pressure and a
higher pan roller rate, the metering roller is turning slower than the
blanket. You can even see streaks, as if the blanket is being dragged
past the metering roller.
Answer: In general, a two-roller coater requires a setting between
the pan roller and chrome roller of approximately a 4mm-5mm
stripe. Next, you need an aqueous coating with a viscosity of
approximately 18 seconds when measured with a number 3 Zahn
cup or 36 seconds with a Din 4 cup.
Apply kiss pressure from the chrome application roller and the blanket
cylinder and from the blanket to the impression cylinder. (Remember,
you’re applying a coating needing only a .002" squeeze vs. printing,
which requires .004" to 006".) To verify kiss pressure, perform a
breakaway when you have adjusted the DS and OS the same.
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POSTPRESS
Scan-to-cut with bar codes
A bar code feature for POLAR
cutters lets them automatically
load the appropriate cutting
program, eliminating operator
error and lengthy searches for
cutting instructions.
A bar code scanner is built
into the left-hand light barrier
housing of POLAR cutters
for which the feature is
available. Pressing a button
within the light barrier key
field (POLAR 66) or the touch
screen (POLAR models 78 to 176)
activates the scanner. The name of the
cutting program (up to 16 characters)
is encrypted within the bar code,
which can be scanned either from the
routing slip or from the printed sheets
themselves.
If the cutter is integrated into the
shop’s digital workflow, a file
generated during prepress will
contain, besides the material and
cutting data, data fields for the
job code, job name, sheet name, and
customer. These data fields provide the
information for generating the bar code. POLAR Compucut
software uses them to create the cutting program and
transfer it to the cutting machine.
Then, the operator only needs to scan the bar code, and
the appropriate cutting program is automatically selected.
The cutter changes to automatic mode and positions the
backgauge in the first cutting position. This function can be
deactivated via a menu item.

If the cutter isn’t integrated into the workflow, the user manually
creates the bar code to correspond to the name of the cutting
program. This option can be attractive for customers who have
a limited number of cutting programs and just need to switch
between them.
The bar code feature is optionally available for POLAR models
66 X; 78 to 176 Xplus; 78 to 176 XTplus; and Autotrim 115 to 176. It
is retrofittable on Xplus and XTplus models.
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New Directions,
Familiar Destinations

Heidelberg Refines a Digital Strategy for Printer Success

A

s a provider of digital printing
equipment—EFI VUTEk superwide
inkjet printers and the Ricoh Pro
C901 Graphic Arts Edition digital
press—Heidelberg naturally has
a “digital” business strategy. In
some ways, it’s a new direction
for a company long known as the
world’s foremost manufacturer of sheetfed lithographic
equipment. In others, though, it’s simply a continuation
of a long-standing commitment to the success and
prosperity of printers.

spans decades, all the way back to the day the shop
opened its doors. The confidence that arises from this
kind of long-term partnership is the principal reason why
Heidelberg shops continue to rely on solutions from the
same trusted supplier that helped them get started in the
printing business.

Like today’s printer, Heidelberg is transforming itself as a
company in response to profound changes in the graphic
communications marketplace. In this environment,
more than ever before, printers need capabilities that
can distinguish them from their competition. They must
also learn to see themselves as specialists in digitally
integrated manufacturing because today, that is precisely
what printing has become.

This could include the use of Prinect Color Toolbox,
a software module for generating ICC profiles and
monitoring the quality of proofs and printed output
on multi-platform devices. With Prinect Color Toolbox,
it’s possible to shrink the divergence in measured color
between a Heidelberg offset press and a Ricoh Pro C901
digital press to a mere 1.6dE—the outstanding result of
matching output devices based on two fundamentally
different technologies. Analysis and training also can
bring the VUTEk wide-format devices sold by Heidelberg
into the loop of multi-platform, color-managed output.

The key process steps in digitally integrated manufacturing
are reducing material handling; minimizing makeready;
controlling expense; and monitoring quality in a JDFcompliant workflow at all stages of production. Also
mandatory is applying Kaizen principles of continuous
improvement wherever work takes place. (See page 8 for
more on Kaizen.)
A consulting organization as well as a vendor of
production systems, Heidelberg understands that its
success primarily depends on its customers’ mastery of
these tools and techniques. Printers
know that they can come to Heidelberg
when they need advice about learning
to use them as they expand into new
application areas.
Partnering for the Long Haul
This is why Heidelberg believes in
staying close to its customers—not
just at purchase and installation,
but throughout the life cycle of the
equipment. Often, the relationship
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As a comprehensive provider of prepress, press, postpress,
and workflow solutions, Heidelberg is prepared to supply
all of a printer’s technology requirements. Heidelberg’s
competence also extends to helping its customers make
the most of their investments in these technologies.

Having digital production under its consulting umbrella
is essential to Heidelberg’s business strategy, given that
70% to 80% of its customers own a digital press. The early
adopters of these presses found them useful for short
runs and variable-data printing.
However, first-generation digital presses tended to be
large, uneven in mechanical reliability, and limited in
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their ability to handle the substrates most
commonly used by commercial printers.
Initially, there weren’t suitable options for
printers seeking digital equipment in the 70to 90-ppm category. Because of the limited
selection, some printers acquired more digital
production capacity than they could fill.
Fits the Bill, Fills the Need
Heidelberg believes that the right solution for
efficient production is in the Ricoh Pro C901
Graphic Arts Edition digital production press.
Able to print in full color and monochrome at
90 ppm, the high-resolution (1,200 x 1,200 dpi)
Ricoh Pro C901 is ideal for shops where the digital volume
runs from 250,000 to 300,000 pages per month. Equipped
with an advanced EFI Fiery front end, the press can carry
out full-bleed printing in media formats up to 13" x 19.2".
One of the less prominent features of the Ricoh Pro C901
Graphic Arts Edition digital press, oilless fusing, turns out
to be one of its most beneficial. Eliminating fuser oil does
away with a primary cause of streaking and banding in
the prints from prior digital presses. It also lets printers
bind the sheets with standard hot-melt glues instead of
the more expensive PUR adhesives that must be used when
fusing is oil-based. This is a real cost-saving advantage for
books and other perfect-bound items.
The Ricoh Pro C901 uses a chemically prepared toner that
is superior in performance to the pulverized powders that
other print engines use. Ricoh toner technology “grows”
the particles to precisely the desired size, assuring equal
precision in image reproduction. More good news: this
“designer product” among toners is comparable in cost to
the pulverized variety.
With vacuum-assisted sheet feeding and a straight paper
path like an offset press, the Ricoh Pro C901 can handle
the substrate weights and thicknesses that commercial
printers are used to working with. Everything from letters
and booklets to posters and short-run packaging on 300gsm stock can be produced with ease on the Ricoh Pro
C901, which can be configured for inline finishing with
Ricoh equipment available from Heidelberg.
Heidelberg’s partnership with Ricoh, which provides postinstallation support for the Ricoh Pro C901, is built on a
common ground of technical excellence. Like Heidelberg,
Ricoh invests a significant percentage of its income in
R&D. In keeping with Heidelberg’s commitment to the
reliability of everything it sells, the Ricoh Pro C901 has
passed through the same rigorous “quality gates” of
testing in Germany that every Heidelberg product must
undergo before release to market.

In Its Own Way, Every Plant is “Digital”
Commercial shops that wish to remain viable must be
prepared to offer a complete mix of conventional, digital,
and wide-format inkjet printing services. The ability to
offer print buyers the convenience of one-stop shopping
is a prerequisite for success in an industry that will only
grow more competitive as patterns of print consumption
continue to change.
In a sense, shops that have made wise investments in upto-date offset equipment are already “digital” printing
businesses in their own right. The term “digital” doesn’t
refer only to data turned into marks on paper by the engine
of a toner or an inkjet press. It also denotes the digital
controls that continue to make offset presses paragons of
quality and efficiency in graphic production.
Nor does run length alone dictate the choice between
offset and digital output. The crossover points of run
length that used to be taken for granted continue to
push in both directions. Nowadays, digital presses are
being used to run thousands of copies at a time, while
conventional equipment is producing economically in
previously unheard-of small volumes.
For example, with the help of Prinect Inpress Control,
some customers are running jobs as small as a few
hundred sheets on their 41" Speedmaster XL 105s at the
astonishing pace of 12 job changeovers per hour. Those
operating Speedmaster SM 52s with the Anicolor zoneless
inking system achieve something very close to the zeromakeready profile of digital printing by coming up to
color in just 10 to 20 sheets.
In plants like these, “digital” is all about assuring
production efficiency no matter which platform is right
for the job. It’s also at the heart of Heidelberg’s strategy
for equipping printers with everything they need for
success in whatever directions the growth of their
businesses take them.
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With Kaizen, There’s Potential
For Improvement Every Day

T

he Japanese concept of Kaizen,
or “continuous improvement,” is
one of the things that helped to
make Toyota the world’s largest
car manufacturer. Printers can use
it to leverage their manufacturing
processes as well. One pillar of the
Kaizen philosophy is the idea that
many small but continuous steps of improvement are as
good as a few large, quick steps.
Another pillar is the idea that
even if a process or a machine
is working well, there is always
room for improvement. While
the
conventional
attitude
avoids changing a running
system, Kaizen requires a
continuous search for potential
improvement in order to stay
competitive.
The third pillar of Kaizen
is teaching everyone in
the organization about the
improvement
system
and
making it obligatory for all
employees to participate. One
way to do this is to set up a
suggestion system, which could be a board with cards,
an e-mail address, or a page on the company intranet
where employees can post ideas for improvement.
Every suggestion has to be taken seriously, and all
reasonable suggestions should be implemented. In that
way, employees will feel committed to the company’s
Kaizen program and know that their opinions are valued.
Toyota, a leader in suggestions systems, implements up
to 94% of its employees’ suggestions and saves money—
sometimes thousands of dollars—from each one it uses.
The Kaizen philosophy’s magic word is “continuous,”
and its symbol, seen in the center of the page, is the
PDCA circle of Plan, Do, Check, and Act.
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The circle indicates that Kaizen is a never-ending
process. After planning and executing a strategy, there
always will be room for improvement that must be
exploited. Kaizen is not a one-time occurrence: it is a
permanent change of philosophy and attitude.
Another way of performing Kaizen is to hold a Kaizen
event. Here, a trainer meets with a group of people to
improve their productivity by optimizing a specific
process from their day-to-day tasks. The focus is on
the common acquisition and
exchange of knowledge.
For example, a group of press
operators is being trained
to achieve the “perfect
makeready.” The Kaizen event
begins with brainstorming
about what the perfect
makeready consists of, step
by step. Having defined the
requirements (PLAN), the
group splits up in smaller
groups, and each subgroup
performs a makeready on a
press (DO).
Then, everyone meets again
to analyze the problems
they experienced during their makereadies (CHECK).
Suggestions for improvement are exchanged, and the
groups try to implement them as they perform another
round of makereadies (ACT). In this way, the Kaizen
event consistently follows the PDCA circle. The process
can take from two days to a week, depending on the
subject of the event.
Heidelberg believes that Kaizen can be a part of every
printer’s quest for continuous improvement. For
help with setting up a Kaizen event, call Heidelberg’s
Business Consulting team at 888-472-9655, prompt 1,
ext. 6964; or e-mail consulting.us@heidelberg.com
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Call 888-472-9655 (prompt 2) to speak to a
Heidelberg representative for more detailed
information on all of our offerings.

Saphira Consumables
Product Name

Features and Benefits

Saphira Violet Plate

Positive-working aluminum plate for the Prosetter; screen ruling up to 250 lpi, 2-98%; 6-, 8-, 12-mil; run length up to 350,000+*

Saphira Chemfree 101	Negative-working thermal aluminum plate for the Suprasetter; screening 1-99% @ 175 lpi; FM: 30 microns, Hybrid: 250 lpi/20
microns; run lengths up to 100,000+*; high contrast conventional CtP plate using no processor, no developer and no water
Saphira Thermoplate PN	High resolution positive thermal aluminum plate for the Suprasetter: screening: 1-99% @ 200 lpi; 20 micron FM, Hybrid: 400 lpi/20
microns, run lengths up to 350,000 impressions unbaked and 500,000 impressions baked*
Saphira Quickplate 46	Daylight-safe, thermal ablative, waterless plate optimized for the Quickmaster 46 DI presses; Spectral Sensitivity - 870 nm, 0.007"
thick, 13.375" × 64' roll; supports 200 lpi screen with 1,270 dpi; run lengths up to 20,000 impressions*
Cristala Quickplate	Polyester plate for the Quicksetter; screen rulings up to 150 lpi; 8 mil, run lengths up to 20,000 impressions*
Saphira Proofing paper	ISO contract proofing paper for HP Z6X00, Z2100, and Epson X8XX and X9XX series; dual-sided imposition paper for Spinjet 1000/4000/5500
Press Blankets	Heidelberg certified high quality blankets for Heidelberg presses; Saphira Pro 100, Saphira Pro 200, Saphira Pro 300
Saphira Wash Up & Go	Wash up blade and tray system that dramatically reduces wash up times with disposable liners
Saphira Matte Effect	Combination of a dull spot varnish and gloss coating that can be performed in a single pass on a 5-color press with chamber blade
coater for a unique matte/gloss effect
Saphira Inks	A complete line of inks for Heidelberg presses. Saphira Ink Select and Saphira Ink Advanced offer flexibility and fast setting to improve
turnaround. Saphira Ink Bio meets demanding requirements for environmental responsibility. Saphira Anicolor RM Ink is designed for
the Speedmaster SM 52 Anicolor. Saphira Ink QMDI is optimized for the Quickmaster DI 46-4.
Saphira Presswash

A complete line of FOGRA-approved roller and blanket washes for Heidelberg presses. Saphira Presswash Printmaster QM46 wash is 		
formulated for fast drying to shorten cleaning downtime.

Saphira Rollers

Saphira Rollers ease roller replacement with core exchange units using factory-approved rubber compounds

Saphira Roller care products

Saphira Chrome Roller Cleaner, Saphira Roller Conditioner, and Saphira Calcium Rinse maintain the inking and dampening section for
top performance and best print quality

*Depending on Press Conditions
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At right, a print shop networked with Prinect.
Prinect Production Solutions
Product Name

Features and Benefits

Prinect MetaDimension	Output RIP component of Prepress Manager; it also can be used as a stand-alone PDF or PostScript workflow with Signa Station; options include
trapping, proofing and color management; full bidirectional JDF support; includes Adobe PDF Print Engine
Prinect MetaDimension 52i	Entry-level RIPping and impositioning solution for Suprasetter A52 and Prosetter P52; used with Prinect Imposition Editor, an Acrobat™ plug-in, for
processing PostScript and PDF files and impositioning standard folding layouts with WYSIWYG previews and changes shown in PDF
Prinect Prepress Manager	A PDF/JDF based output workflow management system that organizes prepress production including normalizing, preflighting, OPI, color management,
trapping, imposition and final output to proof, film or plate
Prinect Color Toolbox	Reliable basis for implementing color management workflow; consists of Color Tools for ICC profile generation and Quality Monitor for proof, print analysis
Prinect Calibration Tools	Accurately calibrates plates for desired dot gain; calculates linearizations for screen spacings without time-consuming imager tests; connects to
nearly all popular measurement devices
Prinect Signa Station	User-friendly, assistant-based digital impositioning; generates mixed forms, multiple layouts on same sheet; makes constant distinction between
press sheet and signature, or sheets for folding; bidirectional JDF support
Prinect Color Editor	Centralized color management tool for checking and optimizing PDF; all color management functions take place in one simple-to-use Adobe Acrobat
plug-in, ensuring color fidelity for all media (offset printing, digital printing, Web publishing, CD ROM production)
Prinect MetaShooter 	Integrates the latest CtP technologies via the TIFF-B format and increases overall CtP plate throughput; supports full output status reporting; allows
connectivity of foreign CtP devices to the Prinect Printready System
Prinect PDF Toolbox	Acrobat plug-in for analyzing/managing PDF data during production; automated checking, modification of page geometry; front to back soft proofing register
Prinect Prepress Interface	High-powered CIP4/PPF interface that uses imposition data for presetting cutting, folding, and stitching machines; calculates ink presetting data
based on RIP data that is also used to make proofs and plates
Prinect Inpress Control

Spectrophotometric inline measuring system automatically controls color and register and forwards corrections to Prinect Press Center

Prinect Inspection Control

Sheet inspection system for the Speedmaster XL 105 uses two high-resolution cameras to monitor all sheets throughout the run, checking the

first sheet against the prepress PDF before approval to print. Also monitors text, bar codes, logos, etc., for full compliance with critical requirements
,
Prinect Press Center	The industy s most advanced press console for all drupa 2008-generation Speedmaster presses. Intellistart Artificial Intelligence preprograms the
press for job changes. Optional Wallscreen displays all press operations and remote networked functions
Prinect CP2000 Center and

Operating system for Speedmaster presses with remote ink control; color touchscreen used for making all entries and checks; enables presetting

Prinect Print Center

of the next job while current job is running

Prinect Classic Center

Ergonomic remote inking, dampening, register control; fast presetting of ink zones, ink fountain roller sweep with optional light pen; standard

(for Printmaster presses with remote ink control)

daylight lamp, sample sheet holder, more

Prinect Axis Control	Spectrophotometric color measurement system; integrates into the Prinect Press Center for fully closed-loop color measurement
Prinect Image Control	Advanced color measurement system uses spectrophotometry to measure the entire printed image as well as the color bar; determines
deviations from predefined values and simultaneously adjusts all ink zones; uses MiniSpots™ for color management and quality control
Prinect Easy Control 	Precision color measurement system for Speedmaster SM 52 and Speedmaster SM 74; integrated into Prinect Press Center console; spectrally
measures process and spot colors for automatic adjustment of ink zones
Prinect Online Kit	Provides network capability for Speedmaster presses equipped with CPC1.04 press consoles as well as Printmaster PM 52 and Printmaster PM 74
presses equipped with the Classic Center console, thereby enabling these presses to achieve full integration in a Prinect environment
POLAR P-Net with Compucut

P-Net is an Ethernet-based network for high-speed transmission of CIP3/CIP4 prepress data to automated POLAR cutting systems; Compucut
software automatically generates cutting programs from this data to minimize set-up time

Prinect FCS 100	Production/information system for integration of finishing processes into Prinect; online recording of production data for business management evaluation
Production Data Management (PDM) Ensures precise recording of operating data from folders, saddlestitchers within Prinect
Compustitch CSW

Prinect FCS 100 module that calculates programs for Stitchmaster ST 400 saddlestitcher; speeds changeovers

Compufold Workflow CFW

Prinect FCS 100 module that calculates machine programs for folders; choose manual data entry or automatic extraction from folding data
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Prinect Management Solutions
Product Name

Features and Benefits

Prinect Pressroom Manager 	JDF-based workflow system for the pressroom receives JDF data from MIS and prepress and sends this to the press as extensive presets, then collects
information from the press as status updates and shop-floor cost data. Provides a wide range of analytical reports
Prinect-S

Offers small and medium shops automated prepress with PDF processing, layout creation, and proof/plate output plus management of all print jobs,
including ink presetting; accepts JDF job data from MIS systems; Prinect Renderer feature supports all screening processes

Prinect Integration Manager	Creates a framework that allows the user to link Prinect Prepress Manager, Prinect Pressroom Manager, and Prinect Postpress Manager into a single
seamless JDF workflow system. Provides one common client software and one common workflow plan underlined by a single, common JDF
Prinect Business Manager	JDF-enabled professional print management system; provides job estimates, customer quote letters, accepts orders, manages inventory of raw materials
and finished goods, coordinates delivery of finished product, invoicing and, job cost analysis
Prinect Postpress Manager	JDF-based workflow system for finishing operations; receives JDF data from MIS and prepress and sends this to postpress equipment as presets and job
lists, then collects information from this equipment as status updates and shop-floor cost data. Provides a wide range of analytical reports
Prinect Remote Access	Web portal connection to Prepress Manager. Supports client file uploading, downloading and remote soft-proofing. Remote Access allows clients to link
their file uploads to automatic workflow processing and soft-proofing. It is now extended to contract quality, provided that the correct conditions exist
Prinect Content System	Allows data outside the Prinect Production System to be added to the job context and archived. Provides a database solution that manages application files,
graphics, fonts and images on their respective servers. Supports drag-and-drop, search and retrieval, and automatic archiving including content data

Prinect Color Solutions
Product Name

Features and Benefits

Print Color Management (PCM)	Combination of products, services, and training to optimize color management in closed-loop workflow between prepress and pressroom; ensures
shortest possible makeready and color stability throughout press run; maintains accurate ICC profiling for consistently reliable proofing; the use of
MiniSpots™ provides continuous press monitoring to maintain consistent quality and proof-to-press matching and makes it easy to cope with changing
printing conditions that affect dot gain.
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Suprasetter VLF, the modular and fully configurable
solution for top-quality thermal CtP in the 145, 162,
and 190 formats.

Computer to Plate (CtP) Output Devices
Product Name

Plate Type

Image Area, Max.

Resolution

Plates/Hour

Suprasetter A52

Thermal aluminum

25.59 × 20.67"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 27

Suprasetter A75

Thermal aluminum

25.59 × 29.52"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 22

Suprasetter 105

Thermal aluminum

36.14 × 44.88"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 21, 27, 33, 38

Suprasetter A105

Thermal aluminum

36.1 × 41.5"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 12

Suprasetter 145

Thermal aluminum

55.63 × 57.48"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25, 35

Suprasetter 162

Thermal aluminum

55.63 × 64.17"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25, 35

Suprasetter 190

Thermal aluminum

55.63 × 75"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 15, 25

SDP-Eco 1630lllR

8 mil Polyester plates

15.9" x 28.25"

1,200, 1,500, 1,800, 2,400 dpi

Up to 78 (12 x 18" plate)
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improved efFIciency = reduced costs = maximized proFIt.
Three keys to success in today ̓s economy. Let our Business Consulting team transform your business in response
to rapid change. Whether it is process optimization using our Print Shop Audit, Productivity Monitoring or Lean
Implementation Workshops, we ̓ll help you navigate a changing environment and make crucial decisions based on facts
and intelligent data. With you, we ̓ll form a more predictive strategy to pave the way for improved proﬁtability.
For more information, call 800-437-7388 or email consulting.us@heidelberg.com.

Printmaster and Direct Imaging Presses
Product Name

# Units

Perfecting

Max. Speed (sph)

Max. Sheet Size

Max. Image Size

Stock Thickness

Printmaster QM 46

1-2

N/A

10,000

18.11 × 13.39"

17.83 × 12.99"

0.0016-0.012"

Certified Remarketed

2

N/A

10,000

18.11 × 13.39"

17.83 × 12.99"

0.0016-0.012"

4

N/A

10,000

18.11 × 13.39"

17.72 × 12.99"

0.002-0.012"

Printmaster QM 46
Certified Remarketed
Quickmaster DI 46-4

Speedmaster Presses (protected by Systemservice™ 36plus, page 15)
Product Name

# Units Perfecting Max. Speed (sph)

Max. Sheet Size Max. Image Size

Stock Thickness

Featured Options

Speedmaster SM 52

1-10

14.56 × 20.47"

0.0012-0.016"

Anicolor inking, aqueous coating,

Optional

			

13,000 and 15,000

14.17 × 20.47"

depending on model			

(opt.: up to 0.024")

							
Speedmaster SM 74

2-10

Optional

13,000 and 15,000

20.87 × 29.13"

20.08 × 29.13"

0.0012-0.024"

			

depending on model				

Speedmaster CX 102

16,500 sph

2-8

N/A

28.35 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.040"

UV hybrid application, inline die cutting,
Prinect Axis Control
Aqueous coating , Prinect Axis Control,
Prinect Image Control and UV
Autoplate, Air Transfer System, chromium alloy

							

blanket cylinders, Preset Plus Feeder and

							

Preset Plus Delivery; LYYL1 and Duo at 15,000 sph

Speedmaster SM 102

2-12

Optional

2-8: 13,000

28.35 × 40.16"

27.95 × 40.16"

0.0012-0.032"

			

10-12: 12,000				

Speedmaster CD 102

2-8: 15,000

2-10

N/A

			

28.35 × 40.16"

27.95 × 40.16"

0.0012-0.040"

10: 13,000				

							
Speedmaster XL 75

2-12

Optional

18,000 straight

20.87 × 29.53" (C) 20.08 × 29.13" (C)

15,000 perfecting

23.82 × 29.53" (F) 23.82 × 29.13" (F)

0.0012-0.032"

Speedmaster XL 105

2-12

Optional

18,000 straight

29.53 × 41.34"

29.13 × 41.34"

Prinect Axis Control, Prinect Image Control
Aqueous coating, LYL/LYYL1, Duo2, UV and UV
hybrid application, FoilStar, CutStar,
Prinect Axis Control, Prinect Image Control
UV and UV hybrid application, FoilStar,
CutStar, Prinect Axis Control,

							
			

Aqueous coating, PC2S3, CutStar,

0.0012-0.040"

15,000 perfecting				

Prinect Image Control, Prinect Inpress Control
UV and UV hybrid application, FoilStar,
CutStar, Prinect Axis Control (standard),

							

Prinect Image Control, Prinect Inpress Control,

							

Prinect Inspection Control

Speedmaster XL 145

4-8

N/A

15,000

41.73 × 57.09"

40.94 × 57.09"

				

depends on application;
e.g. for board: 48 pt

							
Speedmaster XL 162

4-8

N/A

15,000

47.64 × 63.78"

46.65 × 63.78"

				

depends on application;
e.g. for board: 48 pt

							

Aqueous coating, LYYL1, UV and UV hybrid
application, Prinect Axis Control,
Prinect Inpress Control
Aqueous coating, LYYL1, UV and UV hybrid
application, Prinect Axis Control,
Prinect Inpress Control

VUTEk® Superwide Printers
Resolution

Speed

Number Of Colors

GS2000

Model

flatbed, roll-to-roll
UV curing
80" (2 m)
(hybrid)
					

Configuration

true 600 dpi

2,000 ft2/hr

8-color plus white

or true 1,000 dpi

(185.8 sq m/hr)

switchable to 4-color plus white

GS3200

flatbed, roll-to-roll
UV curing
126.5" (3.2 m)
(hybrid)
					

true 600 dpi

2,400 ft2/hr

8-color plus white

or true 1,000 dpi

(223 sq m/hr)

switchable to 4-color plus white

GS5000r

true 600 dpi

3,100 ft2/hr

4-and 8-color

or true 1,000 dpi

(288 sq m/hr)		

roll-to-roll		

Ink Type

UV curing

Print Width

196.8" (5 m)

					
1 Double coater configuration

2 Coating before printing

3 Coating both sides (via modular unit)
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At right, the Diana X 115, a highly configurable,
thoroughly automated folding carton gluer that
delivers top-quality results at up to 200,000
cartons per hour.
Saddlestitching
Product Name

Output Speed, Max.

Trimmer Format, Min.

Trimmer Format, Max.

Product Thickness, Max.

Stitchmaster ST 90

9,000 cycles/hour

3.50 × 4.63"

12.01 × 13.74"

/
/
1/ "
2
1/ "
2

Stitchmaster ST 100

9,000 cycles/hour

3.50 × 4.72"

12.01 × 13.74"

Stitchmaster ST 350

12,000 cycles/hour

3.15 × 4.72"

12.40 × 18.70"

Stitchmaster ST 450

14,000 cycles/hour

3.15 × 4.72"

12.40 × 18.70"

3 "
8

3 "
8

Adhesive Binding
Adhesive Binding

Mechanical Speed

No. of Clamps

Binding Length

Binding Height

Binding Thickness

Eurobind 600

600 cycles/hour

1

4.72-17.32"

4.72-12.60"

0.08-1.97"

Eurobind 1300

1,300 cycles/hour

4

5.70-14.17"

4.72-11.81"

0.08-1.77"

Eurobind 6000

6,000 cycles/hour

19 or 24

5.5 - 17.75"

4-12.31"

0.07-2.36"

Booklet Trimming

Mechanical Speed

Book Block, Trimmed (Spine × Side)

Cutting Height

Eurotrim 1000

1,000 cycles/hour

3.94 × 3.54" (min.) to 18.50 × 12.99" (max.)

0.12-2.36"

Sheet Size Max.

Sheet Size Min.

Fold Length Min.

Max. Speed (in./min.)

Folders
Product Name

Fold Length Max.

Easyfold

14 × 20"

3 × 5"

13.5"

2"

7,080

Stahlfolder TD 94

37 × 52"

7.9 × 12"

27"

2.2"

9,000

Stahlfolder TD 112

44 × 60"

7.9 × 12"

33"

2.4"

8,300

Stahlfolder Ti 36

14 × 26"

3.1875 × 4"

17"

0.875"

6,300

Stahlfolder Ti 52

20 × 40"

4 × 5.875"

21"

1.5"

7,080

Stahlfolder TH 56

22 × 50.375"

5.5 × 7"

22.875"

2.125"

9,000

Stahlfolder TH 66

26 × 50.375"

5.5 × 7"

22.125"

2.125"

9,000

Stahlfolder TH 82

32.25 × 50.5"

5.5 × 7"

24.25"

2.125"

9,000

Stahlfolder USA B 20

20 × 33"

4 × 6"

20.5"

1.5"

8,200

Stahlfolder USA B 24

24 × 50.5"

5.5 × 7"

20.75"

2.25"

9,000

Stahlfolder USA B 26

26 × 50.5"

5.5 × 7"

20.75"

2.25"

9,000

Stahlfolder USA B 30

30 × 50"

5.5 × 7"

26.5"

1.75"

9,000

Product Name

Sheet Size

Sheet Size

Fold Length Max. Fold Length Max. Fold Length Max.

Fold Length Min. Fold Length

Max. Speed		

Maximum

Minimum

1st station

1st station

in./min.

1st crossfold

2nd crossfold

Crossfold (all)

Stahlfolder KH 56

22 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

22.875"

18.0625"

11"

2.375"

4"

8,200

Stahlfolder KH 66

26 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

24.20"

20.5"

13"

2.375"

4"

8,200

Stahlfolder KH 78

30 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

24.125"

22.75"

15.375"

2.375"

4"

8,200

Stahlfolder KH 82

32 × 50.375" 5.5 × 7"

24.125"

24.125"

16.15"

2.375"

4"

9,000
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Diecutting, Blanking and Hot Foil Stamping
Diecutting

Sheet Size Max.

Sheet Size Min.

Machine Speed Max.

Cutting Die Size Max.

Dymatrix 105

29.13 × 41.34"

13.78 × 15.75"

9,000 sheets/hour

29.13 × 41.73"

Dymatrix 106

29.92 × 41.73"

13.78 × 15.75"

9,000 sheets/hour

30.31 × 42.13"

Dymatrix 113

32.28 × 44.49"

13.78 × 15.75"

9,000 sheets/hour

32.13 × 44.57"

Dymatrix 106/113 Pro CSB

29.92 × 41.73" / 32.28 × 44.49"

13.78 × 15.75"

9,000 sheets/hour

30.31 × 42.13 " / 32.13 × 44.57"

Dymatrix 145 CSB

41.7 × 57.1"

19.69 × 27.56"

8,000 sheets/hour

41.02 × 57.09"

Varimatrix 105 CSF

29.53 × 41.34"

13.78 × 15.75"

7,500 sheets/hour

29.13 × 41.73"

KAMA ProCut 53

20.9 × 15.18"

8.3 × 5.8"

6,000 sheets/hour

21.1 × 15.6"

KAMA ProCut 74

23.6 × 29.1"

8.268 × 11.693"

5,000 sheets/hour

28 × 23"

Varimatrix 105

29.53 × 41.34"

14.57 × 15.75"

7,500 sheets/hour

28.6 × 41.3"

Folding Carton Gluing
Product Name

Width, Max.

Length, Max.

Machine Speed, Max.

Output, Max.
(Lockbottom)

Diana 45

17.72"

23.62"

1,312 fpm

50,000 pcs/hour

Diana X 115-2

45.28"

35.43"

2,132 fpm

50,000 pcs/hour

Diana X 135

53.15"

35.43"

2,132 fpm

50,000 pcs/hour

Easygluer 100

39.37"

29.56"

1,000 fpm

35,000 pcs/hour

KAMA ProFold 74

29.13"

29.13"

492 fpm

36,000 pcs/hour

Service for your Heidelberg equipment and workflow systems:
• Heidelberg’s cutting-edge technology and comprehensive services ideally complement one
another. Our comprehensive support services ensure stable production with high quality and
productivity leading to maximum profitability—for the entire life cycle of your production systems,
from prepress to press to postpress including workflow management.
• Systemservice™ 36plus: For the ultimate in protection, when you purchase most new
equipment from Heidelberg, you receive a service package that far exceeds the industry standard:
36 months of added value repair services and parts, Web-based remote diagnostics, direct priority
access, and 24/7 expert access—all to protect your new investment.
• The Heidelberg Partner Program: For Heidelberg equipment that is not covered by Systemservice™ 36plus, there is the Heidelberg Partner Program:
a package of standard and premium services for aftermarket equipment. You can choose any combination of services that best fit your production and
maintenance profiles right now. And, when you’re ready to grow, it’s easy to add to your program. For more information, please call 800-437-7388.
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Cutters

Cutting and Jogging Systems

Cutters

Cutting Width

Clamp Opening

Feed Depth

Product Name

Format

Features

POLAR 66

26.375"

3.125"

26.375"

POLAR Cutting System L-(137)-L

53.9375" (sheet diagonal)	S Stacklift, POLAR air conveyor units

POLAR 78

30.6875"

4.75"

30.6875"

POLAR Cutting System L-R-(137)-T

27.5 × 39.375"	LW 1000-4 loader, RA-4 jogger,

POLAR 92

36"

5.125"

36"

POLAR 115

45"

6.5"

45"

POLAR 137

53.9375"

6.5"

57"

POLAR 155

61"

6.5"

61" (78" opt.)

POLAR Cutting System T-(155)-T

35.0625 × 49.625"	TR 3 B 160-6 loader, TR E 160-6 unloader

POLAR 176

69.3125"

6.5"

78"

POLAR Jogging System L-R-P

29.5 × 41.3125"

TR E 130-5 unloader
POLAR Cutting System L-R-P-(137)-T all sizes up to
41.3125 × 57.0625"

POLAR PACE Cutting Systems
PACE stands for “POLAR Automation for Cutting Efficiency.” These
systems, consisting of POLAR cutters integrated with components
for jogging, turning, loading, and unloading, offer the highest level of
automated productivity with the lowest level of staffing. PACE systems
can be configured around POLAR high speed cutters 137, 155, and 176.

LW Stacklift, RAH automatic jogger,
STR piling-board shelf, X/XT cutter

LW Stacklift, RA jogger, LL air-pallet lift

41.3125 × 55.9375"
POLAR Jogging System L-R-T

all sizes up to

LW Stacklift, RA jogger, Transomat E

48.0625 × 64.5625"

Unloader

Label Systems
Product Name

Sheet Size Max.

Strip Length Max.

Label Size Max.

Label Size Min.

Die-Cut Size Max.

Die-Cut Size Min.

POLAR Label System DC-11

28.375 × 41.3125"

41.3125"

165 × 240 mm

0.825 × 1"

6.53125 × 8.09375"

0.625 × 1.40625"

POLAR Label System DCC-11

28.375 × 41.3125"

41.3125"

9.84" (width)

1.97" (width)

6.535 x 9.685"

1.81 x 1.81"

POLAR Label System SC-20

28.375 × 40.1875"

40.1875"

8" (width)

1" (width)

POLAR Label System SC-21

28.375 × 41.3125"

40.1875"

9.5625" (width)

0.825" (width)

POLAR Label System SC-25

28.375 × 41.3125"

41.3125"

3.543" (width)

1.377" (width)

6.535" x 9.685"

1.81 x 1.81"

Product Name			

Clamp Opening

Clamp Opening

Label Size

Label Size

Die-Cut Size

Die-Cut Size

Performance

				

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

Cycles/Min.

POLAR Diecutter DC-M		

5.125"		

1.375"		

6.6875 × 8"

0.8125 × 1"

6.4375 × 8.09375" 0.625 × 1.40625"
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At left, the CutStar roll sheeter, combining the economy
of rollfed stocks and the advantages of sheetfed printing
on Speedmaster presses.
Accessories and Peripheral Equipment
Press Peripherals
Star System Peripherals

Built to increase Speedmaster and Printmaster productivity by 8-10%, each Star System peripheral works seamlessly with the press. From dryers and powder

(For Printmaster and Speedmaster presses)

sprayers to dampening solution supply cabinets, nearly all Star System peripherals are controllable via the Prinect CP2000 Center. Series includes:
AirStar, ScrollStar, CleanStar, CoatingStar, CutStar, DryStar and DryStar UV, HydroStar and CombiStar, InkStar and InkStar Direct, PowderStar, StaticStar,
WashStar, and FoilStar.

Folding Carton Gluing

Features and Benefits

Jagfeed Prefeeder and Pile Turner

Low working height; stable conditions in the feeder; greater productivity without extra personnel, minimized unit costs

Jagpack Pro

Packs up to 200,000 cartons/hour; easy handling; cuts makeready times by up to 50%

SB-2 Collator-Stacker

Add-on for fast carton stacking; runs corrugated and solid boxboard gluers faster; increases gluer output, lowers production costs

Inlet-Spotter

For compartmentalized cartons, detergent boxes; precise, twist-free blank intake with vacuum-assisted timed belt feeder

Tünkers FAS 480

Continuous-stream folding carton packing system for small to medium runs; improves folder gluer performance by up to 50%

POLAR Pile Turner

Sheet Size, Max.

Carrying Force, Max.

Pile Height, Max.

PW-1

21 × 29.125"

1,100 lbs.

49"

PW-4, PW-4 ABV

31 × 47”

2,200 lbs.

53.5625"

PW-6 ABV

40.1875 × 55.9375"

3,300 lbs.

68"

POLAR Peripherals
Joggers

Come standard with nickel refined tables with air nozzles for smoother material transport; can work inline with cutting systems or in stand-alone mode;
Autojog XT system is fully automatic, requiring no operator

Stack Lifts

Provide perfectly aligned, manual piling after cutting and also help to position printed sheets at the press; gauge ensures precise positioning

Transomat Palletizers

Automatically unload high-speed cutters by depositing sheets onto pallets with precisely aligned edges while the cutter continue to operate

Stack Deliveries

Features and Benefits

RIMA Stackers

Compensating counter stackers integrate counting, jogging, and compensated stacking in a single autmated operation

SAK & SAL Stream Deliveries

For different shapes, formats and thicknesses; suitable for single- and multiple-ups; adjustable height, speed; long or short delivery

VSA Vertical Stack Delivery

Multiple-up production; counts, batches, presses, stacks up to four-ups; double set of pressing rollers; adjustable table height, infeed height, speed

SBP Horizontal Stack Delivery

Large reservoir; medium to long runs; dual set of pressing rollers; four-up production, including count batches; height-adjustable

SPH 70

Small footprint; height-adjustable feed table; batching and pressing functions

TSH, SPA Stack Deliveries

TSH stacks mark-free and ejects misaligned product; SPA features two-level side delivery for fast production

Speedbander

Works with folders, stitchers; high-speed banding with ultrasonic fusion; format range from 3.94 × 2.95" to 37.01 × 9.25"

Additional Units

Features and Benefits

STA Small Format Deliveries

Small-formats, multiple-up production; batching and counting; available as attachable unit or with independent mobile carrier

VFZ 52 Knife Folding Unit

Mobile, height-adjustable; use as third folding unit for operator-friendly “U” configuration; pivots 180° for up or down fold

MKE Marking Device

Mobile, standalone, height-adjustable; counts and laterally staggers batches of up to eight-up

Pressing Station PS

Reduces pile thickness, sharpens folds; equipped with its own drive; adjustable infeed height, speed

Gluing Attachments

Large range available to handle numerous inline manufactured products; can be incorporated with folders

ACC 2.4 Control Module

Controls pneumatically operated FFP gatefold buckle plate, gluing heads, EAP heads for timed perforation
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Show Us Your Heidelberg

“We’re a Heidelberg shop.” It’s always been a mark of distinction in the printing industry,
and the Heidelberg users on these pages are proud to claim it. We salute them!

Florida Trade Graphics
Pompano Beach, Florida

Grand River Printing
Belleville, Michigan

Hammer Packaging
Rochester, New York

Dennis McNaney (left), president and CEO of Florida Trade Graphics, is seen with William Jaramillo,
operator of the shop’s Stahlfolder TH 82 with VSA
stacker, which replaced two aging, competitive folders. Providing printing and binding services to trade
printers and print brokers nationwide, Florida Trade
Graphics has also added a Suprasetter 105 computer-to-plate device with Prinect workflow from
Heidelberg. The new platesetter images Heidelberg
Saphira Chemfree plates for the company’s six-color
Speedmaster CD 102. “Our organization takes pride
in improved print quality across the board, and customers have noticed,” McNaney says. “As well as
running cleaner and greener, the Suprasetter uses
less power, and the chemical influences have been
removed.” He says the shop, which also operates
a 45" POLAR cutter, is on track to achieve a 25%
growth in sales this year. The firm employs a staff of
35 in Pompano Beach.

David Sasser tends the 45" POLAR 115 XT guillotine
cutter with Autotrim at Grand River Printing and
Imaging, a full-service commercial web shop. The
new cutter, also equipped with scale and lift, is being used to cut and trim a wide variety of commercially printed materials from postcard-size on up.
Plant manager Jim Hartnett says that Grand River’s
cutting department has noted significant enhancements in precision, speed, quality and productivity.
The latter is up about 30% with one operator, due
primarily to the action of the cutter’s Autotrim waste
removal system. Founded in 1978 and employing a
staff of 80, Grand River Printing serves a primarily
regional clientele in education, healthcare, government, and trade printing. The company also is a national provider of advertising inserts and publication
services. Its GreenMedia™ program offers customers a unique blend of environmentally responsible
print production materials and processes.

James E. Hammer (left) joins pressmen Dave Lippa
and Charlie Yockel at the first Speedmaster CX 102
to be installed in the U.S. In operation since last
April, the press is configured in eight colors plus
coater with CutStar sheeter, Prinect Press Center with
Intellistart guidance system, and Wallscreen. The
integrated IST UV system’s Electronic Lamp Control
enables curing at very low energy consumption and
takes up 50% less floor space. The 16,500-sph
press can handle multiple film stocks thanks to an
innovative gripper system and high-performance
cylinder bearings. These features, combined with
fast makereadies and minimal setup waste, make
the Speedmaster CX 102 ideal for Hammer’s highvolume, mixed-UV label printing operation. Specializing in offset- and flexo-printed labels for the food
and beverage industries, Hammer employs 400
people at three plants in the Rochester area.

Systemservice Fact:
Volume discounts of up to 40% on wear-and-tear parts.
As part of our renewed commitment to service after the sale, we’ve revamped our service and parts
pricing to better fit the needs of our wide range of customers. Accessible service, genuine parts at a fair
price and the world-class treatment you’ve come to expect from Heidelberg Systemservice are all just
a call or click away.
If you have a service question or would like to learn more about Heidelberg’s new commitment to
your peak performance, call us at 1-800-437-7388 or visit www.us.heidelberg.com.

©2011 Heidelberg USA Inc.
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WANT TO SEE YOUR PHOTO ON THE WALL?
Send us a picture showing you, your employees and your Heidelberg equipment for
consideration. Digital photos can be sent to pathenry@libordeath.com.

Heeter Direct
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania

Phil Vedda & Sons Printing
Cleveland, Ohio

West Press
Tucson, Arizona

Two six-color Speedmaster XL 105 presses—one installed in 2010, and the other last year—furnish the
print manufacturing muscle at Heeter Direct, a thirdgeneration family business serving the healthcare,
pharmaceutical, educational, and utility markets in
the mid-Atlantic region. Both presses are equipped
with the Prinect Axis Control spectrophotometric
measurement system, providing automatic color
control for all printing units. The newer press also
features Prinect Press Center with Intellistart operator
guidance and Wallscreen, which gives the operator
an overview of all press processes. Heeter Direct also
operates a 10-color Speedmaster SM 102 perfector; a
Stahlfolder TD 72 folder; and two Stahlfolder TH 82
folders and a Stitchmaster ST 450 saddlestitcher. In
the photo, pressroom manager William Fann (white
shirt) is seen with crew members Robert Gallo, Jason
Lockoski, Matt Momich, Chad Naeser, John Papariella, C.J. Hupp, Jason Brletich, and Sean Buttlar.

Phil Vedda & Sons Printing, a full-service commercial printer, added a Speedmaster XL 75 five-color
press with aqueous coater and extended delivery
to its all-Heidelberg pressroom. According to Jim
Vedda, vice president of production, the new press
boosts the company’s capacity while enabling it to
fulfill demand for same-day service. Helping the
press are its Preset Plus feeder and delivery with
dynamic sheet brake. The Speedmaster XL 75’s
Prinect Axis Control color measuring system lets
the press handle a wide range of color-critical applications. The pressroom also includes a five-color
Speedmaster CD 74, a two-color Speedmaster SM 52,
a pair of Printmaster QM 46-2s and a Heidelberg KORS
two-color press. Family owned and operated since
1956, Phil Vedda & Sons Printing proudly describes
itself as “a tradesman’s union printer.” In photo: lead
pressmen Bryce Swol and Adam Soloman.

West Press has been a Heidelberg customer since
the shop opened its doors in 1991, and the pressroom remains all-Heidelberg. “Heidelberg is one of
our most trusted and valued vendors,” says Kristy
Scharf, president. “Not only do they build great equipment, they also hire and train the very best people.”
Keith Winter, senior operator of the plant’s six-color
Speedmaster SM 74, agrees: “Great service on our
Speedmaster and excellent color management with
our Prinect Axis Control system make Heidelberg the
best choice for printing presses.” Jaime Silver, who
has been running Heidelberg presses and cutters for
two decades, adds, “If it weren’t for the craftsmanship and dependability of Heidelberg equipment, the
20 years would not be the ‘happy ever after’ story
that it is.” From left: Pete Gregoire, senior prepress
operator; Scott Colvin, pressman; Pam Peck, plant
manager; Keith Winter, senior pressman; and Jamie
Silver, pressman.

looking for proofing paper, plates, blankets and other printing supplies?
try any heidelberg consumable listed below and get 25% off your first order of that product.
For optimum printing and production results, try Saphira Consumables from Heidelberg – a whole range of printing supplies carefully selected to
deliver peak performance on your Heidelberg equipment. Test them in your own shop. Purchase any of our Saphira Consumables products listed
below for the first time and receive a 25% discount on that product. To order call 888-472-9655, prompt 3.*
£ Saphira Proofing Paper EZ

£ Perfect Dot Blankets

£ Saphira Drip Off Matte Varnish

£ Saphira RA Imagesetting Film

£ Wash Up Cloths

£ Saphira Roller Care Products

£ Cristala Quickplate

£ Saphira Wash Up & Go

£ Ink Fountain Foils

£ Saphira Presswash Conventional Ink

* This offer is not valid for Heidelberg Consumables
currently under contract.

Use this checklist to keep track of your discounted orders!
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code for complete
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Graph Expo 2011.

Prepress Workflow: Prinect Prinance, Prinect Prepress Manager,
Prinect Signa Station, Prinect MetaDimension,
400 lpi Heidelberg Hybrid Screening technology
Platemaking: Suprasetter S105 with Saphira Thermoplate PN plates
Printing: Speedmaster XL 105-6+LX with Prinect Image Control
Varnish: Saphira Matte Effect Coating
Finishing: POLAR 137 XT cutter with RA4 jogger and Transomat
unloader, POLAR Pile Turner, Stahlfolder TH 82 automated
folder, Stitchmaster ST 450 fully automated stitcher
Fonts: HeidelbergGothicMl, HeidelbergGothicCapsMI,
HeidelbergAntiquaML, Zapf Dingbats
Printed in the US
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